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The purpose of thts- project is to acquaint the reader
with the findin gs of Sign language Linguistics, to present
in perspective, some of the descriptive elements of American
Sign Language, and to offer sur;gest ion as to how the
discoveries of Sign I.angubge gra:r::.r:1ar may be utilized by the
classroom teacher to help develop a linguistic proficiency
in Standard English with his students.
The project surveys existing literatur~ in linguistics,
psycholinguistics, and sociolinguistics and,
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1. presents current trends in research
2. proposes a Si~n l.Bnsuage Taxonomy
3. identifies the develop~entel steps in
Sign L..qnguage a cq•.U.sition
4. illustrates how research data on ASL
basic structures and verbs can be used
to teach En~lish proficiency

Two additional features of the project are,
1. a proposed conc ep t of sign langm,tges
blending wher e dl~fcrences b ~twee n
Signed Engl ish a~d ranual English are
less pronoun ~ed
2. a 50 item bibliography ide ntify ing
major wo::-ks of 31t::n u.-1.ngw:-i.ge li~g ulst1cs

since 1970 including unpublished papers
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
Today's classroom teacher of the deaf has at his
disposal a powerful educational tool--Sign Language.

What

makes today's Sign Language differ ent from that of yesteryear's is that current re search has provided a knowledge of
the , linguistic functions of Sign Language.

Sign Language,

when used with other modes of communication identified in
the philosophy of Total Communication (Denton, 1972) can
help the teacher bridge the gap between the syntax of Sign
Language and the syntax of Standard English.
Although this paper discusses the linguistic application of only Sign Language, the reader is encouraged to
vi ew the discussions of Sign Language as functioning within
the overall philosophy of Total Communication.
Total Communication is the educational philosophy
which promotes the use of all means of communication in the
education of the deaf.

It is often confused with educational

methodology by those in and out of the profession who do not
fully understand the framework of the philosophy.

The philoso-

phy identifies the communication means as being, "the full

spectrum of language modes:

child devised gestures, formal
1

--, ~ --

2

sign language, speech , speechreading (lip~~adihg), fingerspelling, reading and writing" (Denton, 1972:53).

The

majority of these modalities are for both expressive and
receptive communication and include the utilization of
residual hearing.

In addition, each modality possesses

psycholinguistic implications for which there is a growing
body of research.

The modalities interrelate within the

philosophy in varying proportions dep endent upon both the
educational needs and the communication abilities of the
student.

Although this paper deals with one modality, the

key to the effective utilization of Total Communication
is the plurality of modalities and their interdependence.
The analysis of Sign Language on linguistic principles began fourteen years ago and has moved Sign Language
out of the realm of speculative linguistics.

Emperical

research has provided a corpus of data which lends to Sign
Language the legitimacy and credibility which it lacked
for over 150 years.

No longer is Sign Language attacked

as not being a language without substantive data to refute
the charge.

Today, the linguistics of Sign Language is

moving from the description of isolated Sign Language features to the formulation of a linguistic description of the
grammar of Sign Language .

Advancing theoretical linguistics,

when coupled with the emerging philosophy of Total Communication may be the means by which deaf students may master the
linguistic proficiency in Standard English.
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Speculative linguistics provided the impetus for
theoretical linguistics.

Those articulate men and women

who intuitively felt that Sign Language possessed genuine
language features paved the way for research.

As the

science of theoretical linguistics continues to delve
into the mysteries of sign langua ge, speculative linguistics still plays an important role.

It is the speculative

linguist who states intuitively, "as a native signer, I
feel that it may be equally correct for adjectives to come
before or after nouns in Sign Language."

It is the theor-

etical linguist, using the emperical methods of science
who proves it so.
This paper is written for the classroom teacher.
The writer hopes to acquaint the teacher with the findings
of Sign Language linguistics and to present in perspective
some of the descriptive elements of American Sign Language.
The writer also hopes to bring order to the myriad of terms
and descriptions used by linguists.

And, most importantly,

the writer hopes to offer suggestions as to how the discoveries of Sign Language grammar may be utilized by the
classroom teacher to help develop a linguistic proficiency
in Standard English with his students .
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Chapter 2
SOME OF WHAT WE ARE DOING
The father of Sign Language linguistics, Dr.
William C. Stokoe, Jr., dev e loped the first scientific
description of Sign . Language in 1960. 1 He focused on the
basic units of language and identified them.

In English,

for example, the basic units are the sounds of English,
or the Phonemes of English.

Because American Sign Language

is not a spoken l ang ua ge , the phonology used with spoken
languages could not apply.

A new method was n ee ded.

Stokoe established a method for describing the basic visual
units of Sign Lan gua ge analogous with phoneme called
chereme.

All signs could be identified by three aspects

(1) the location where the sign is made, (2) the hand configuration making the sign, and (3) the action or movement
of the hand making the sign.

He called these aspects the

tab, dez, and sig (Stokoe, 1960).
In 1965, Stokoe published a remarkable and unique
dictionary of Sign Lan guage.

The dictionary used a new

notation system for signs based on the chereme (Stokoe,
1965).

Now the phonology of Sign Language could be written

1 For a detailed description and treatment of any
concept presented in this paper , the reader is encoutaged
to prime source material listed in the Bibliography.
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as it occurs, not in English translation or sign gloss as
previously.

The dictionary provided researchers with a

sorely needed tool by which the study of Sign Language
could be undertaken more precisely.
At the same time, a young lady completed her Master's
thesis in a very ambitious undertaking.

She applied Chomsky's

earlier linguistic theories (Chomsky, 1957) and proposed a
phrase structure transformational grammar of Sign Language
(McCall, 1965).

Unfortunately, Chomsky had by that time

come to realize that his earlier linguistic theories failed
to account for all linguistic features of a language.

He

had considerably modified his earlier theories (Lyons, 1970).
The acclaim that greeted Stokoe's dictionary failed to appear
for the first written grammar of Sign Language.

The grammar

did, however, focus linguistic attention on efforts to develop
workable grammars along the lines suggested by McCall, that is
mainly along the lines of generative grammar, phrase structure
grammar, and transformational grammar.
For several years thereafter, no significant research
into Sign Language linguistics was published though researchers were hard at work.

The field then took another turn with

several diverse and simulaneous explorations into linguistic
descriptions of not complete graoonars, but of Sign Language
Features and elements.
since 1970.

Most of this work came into being

6

This work is discovering features of American Sign
Lan guage that were not known befor e (Mcintire, 1974; Fischer,
1974; Hoffmeister, 1973) as well as proving what intuitive
users have been sayin g all along (Fant, 1972; Bergsman,
1972; Sallop, 1969).

Of interest to note is that work to

uncover knowledge is multifacit.

There is lin guistic

study on the structure of the lan guage itself (Fisher and
Gough, 1973; Fisher, 1974a and b; Frisherberg and Gough,
1974), psycholin gui stic study on the language and its user
(Quintard, 1973; Stokoe, 1970b and 1965; Sallop, 1973,
Bellugi, 1972; Schlesinger, 1972a, 1972b; Bellu g i and
Fischer, 1973, Vernon and Koh, 1970; Cicourel and Boese,
1972); and sociolinguistic study on the language, its
user, and the cultures in which the user functions

(Meadows,

1972; Schlesinger and Meadows, 1972).
This interest in knowledge h as uncovered new elements, one of which is the element known as baby signs,
cherelogy and signs common to deaf children learning American Sign Language whereby the !ab, dez, and sig are formed
and used in developmental ways approximating adult signers
(Mcintire, 1974; Schlesinger, 1972a).
This interest has also shown how a morphology of
American Sign Language may be present.

The morpheme indi-

cates the smallest unit of meaning within a language.

At

times, the feature that gives a sign a meaning may be its
tab or location where the sign is made such as with gender

7

signs.

For example, the sign COUSIN will indicate gender

by either appearing on the theek or to the right of the
signer's forehead.

At other times, the feature that gives

a sign its meaning may be its de z or hand configuration.
An example of this is the difference between WIFE and
WEDDING.

Also at other times, the feature that gives a

sign its meaning may be its sig or movement, for example
COME and GO.

And still another feature of the morphology

of American Sign Language is not only in pure science, but
also in applied science.

It is pursued in Si gn Language

grammar (Fischer, 1974; Fischer and Gough, 1973; Fant,
1972a; McCall, 1965) as well as using the knowledge of Sign
Language grammar to teach St andard English (Sallop, 1973;
Crutchfield, 1972; Fant, 1972b; Olson, 1972; Stakoe, 1972).
This: tremendous interest presently bein g demonstrated
1n the area of Si gn Language lin guistics, psycholinguistics,
and sociolinguistics is also evident in national conferences,
workshops, and institutes held throughout the country.

The

first such institute was held in 1971 (O'Rourk, 1972) and
more are productively held each year.

In addition, ongoing

linguistic re s earch is presently being conducted in many
centers and universities among which are those conducted by
Bellugi at the Salk Institute, Stakoe at the Gallaudet Linguistic Research Laboratory, Moores

at the University of

Minnesota Research and Development Center, and Schlesinger
and Meadow at the Langly Porter Institute.

The rasults of

8

this research are reported to the field in conferences;
conference reports; research reports; news letters such
as "Signs for our Times;" and in a journal devoted solely
to Sign Language lin guistics, Sign Language Studies, as
well as in other professional journals such as the
American Annals of the Deaf .

It is this r esea rch of the

last four years that provides the corpus of data for this
paper.

--·

Chapter 3
WHICH SIGN LANGUAGE!!
Manual communication, sign language, Signed English,
Visual English, American Sign Language, Siglish, ASL, SEE 1 ,
2
SEE , Manual English, Ameslan , LOVE, Childrenese, H, L,
Ameslish, Pidgin Signed En glish, are just some of the terms
that we face when we describe the visual communication
systems used by the deaf in America today.

At first glance,

thi s maze of terminology seems overpowering, yet the pieces
do fall into place when manual communication, a generic
term, is thought of as being an over-all classification for
many sub-classifications.
There are many forms of manual communication.

The

football referee communicates to the crowd when he officiates.
The British race track touts communicate to each other' manually while taking race bets.

The American Indians manually

communicate between tribes of differing languages.

The deaf

of each nation of the world communicate among themselves
through a common manual language along the same geographical
boundaries of their spoken languages.

And, the deaf of

North America communicate among themselves using a form of
manual communication.

The form of this manual communication

is commonly known as American Sign Language or Sign Language.
9
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To this point, there is agreement among educators and
researchers though the terms American Sign Language and Sign
Language are often used interchangeably.

From this point

on, however, confusion does exist ~nd researchers often provide their oi.m definitions to the terms that they use.
The first attempt to put this linguistic house in
order was made by Stokoe (1970a) in which he explained that
American Sign Language or ASL functions on a diglossic continuum.

At one end of this continuum is found ASL variant

Low or L.

At the other end is variant High or H.

L can

best be described as the form of American Sign Language
that the prelingually deaf use among themselves.

It is a

language of its own with its own grammar and syntax
(Bergsman, 1972; Fant, 1972a and b; Stakoe, 1965; Fusfield,
1958).

Variant H can best be described as Standard English

placed ·n a combination of si gns and fingerspelling in
accordance with the grammar and syntax of Standard English.
Table 1 illustrates ·this perspective.
Table 1.

Language Conceptual Frame
Manual Communication

English Sign
Language

American Sign
Language

Indian Sign
Language

L

H
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Variant Lin its pure form is also known as Ameslan,
shortened from American Sign Language (Fant, 1972b).

It

is also called Sign Language and Native Sign Language though
the latter term is going out of use in the literature and
as an American Sign Language taxonomy is developed.

Lin-

guistic researchers are continuing to identify variant L
as ASL after the precedent established by Stakoe (1960).
Variant Hin its pure form is also known as Signed Engish,
Siglish shortened from Signed English, and Manual English.
2
SEE or Signing Exact English (Gustason, 1972) is a subsystem which provides variant L with morphological and
phonemic features which will enable it to be another form
of Hor Standard English encoded in a system of signs.

It

makes use of most of the signs of the ASL lexicon and
allows these signs to convey the same meanings in SEE 2 as
they do in ASL.
Perhaps the greatest confusion of terms is that
associated with Visual English, Manual English, and Signed
English.

Shades of differences between these terms greatly

depends upon how they are used, upon what definition the
author gives to them, and upon the sorting factors for
classification he selects.

Distinctions once made between

these terms now be,come vague as the phenomenon of blending
occurs among these sub-systems of H.
Visual English refers to the forms of variant H by
which signs of American Sign Language as well as new signs

~
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and morphologic affixes are arranged to visually present
the grammar and syntax of Standard English.
several systems of Visual English.

There are

The first is the

Rochester Method whereby Standard Eng lish is fingerspelled.
Secondly, Si gned English explained the ordering of signs
and fingerspelling to approximate Standard English word
order, grammar, and syntax.
morphologic affixes.

It did not , however, convey

Blending or the borrowing between

systems has changed this.

Manual En glish, the third

visu a l English system, explained the orderin g of signs and
fing er spelling to approximate Standard English word order,
grammar, and syntax, and in addition, included morphologic
affixes spelled out. The additions of SE E2 brou ght to
Manua l English still a nother dimension and provided means
by which Standard English may b e more closely approximated.
The phenomenon of Sign Languages blending has made
distinctions less marked.

Contact s between users of these

sub-systems of variant H h as produced sub-system borrowings.
Signs and morpholo g ic affixes are finding th e ir way into
the gen eral lexicon of American Sign Lan guage.

This author

was privil ege d to witn e ss a demonstration of Ameslan by one
of the nation's most prominent exponents of Ameslan.

During
2
the demonstration of Ameslan, he inadvertantly used a SEE
sign.

Table 2 illustrates these systems of the diglossia.
Because American Sign Language functions on a

diglossic continuum, each end of the continuum represents

13

a pure form of the language variant and consequently are
really two separate languages each with a grammar and
syntax of its own sharing in varying degrees a common
lexicon.

Variant H contains a larger sign vocabulary than

does L because it approximates Standard English.

Variant L

contains no articles, copula, particles, cases, tenses,
among other features and consequently does not need the
codes or sign s to convey them (Bergsman, 1972; Bellugi,
197 2 ; Fant, 1972; Stakoe, 1965; Fusfield, 1958).

Neverthe-

less, each variant is a perfect language to the extent that
it conveys the message or deep structure (Chomsky, 1957) that
its user intends and can not be construed as being be tter or
poor er than the other.

To illustrate this point:

If we

compare Standard English with th e Eskimo language, we find
that the Eskimo has a choice of eleven words to describe
the concept snow, each with a different meaning while the
English speaker has only a choice of two (snow and sleet).
Can it then be v a lid to say that English is a poorer language
because of this?

Certainly the answer is no because the

Eskimo's dependency on his environment for survival requires
that his language convey eleven important meanings for the
concept snow.
Most signers acually communicate within the two
poles of the diglossic continuum.

To be within the continuum

means to communicate in a mixture of the grammars and syntax
of the two languages of the diglossia.

The great~~ the use

14

of the grammar and syntax of L, the closer to L the signer
is on the continuum and vice versa.

The form of a lan guage

that uses a combination of the grammars and syntax of two
languages is known as a pidgin language (Woodward, 1972;
Stakoe, 1972).

Woodward has identified this particular

pidgin·language as Pidgin Signed English (1972).

In addi-

tion, Bragg (1973) ~lso noted this lan guage occurrence
among signers and has identified this pid g in language as
Ameslish.

Most signers of American Sign Lan guage utilize

neither L nor Hin its pure forms but rather Pidgin Signed
English at varying locations along the diglossic continuum
dependent upon the signer's command of English and the
langua ge situation.
This observation has deep implication for language
teachers bf deaf children.

The better the student's com-

mand of Standard English, the clo se r the student ' s Pidgin
Signed English wil l approximate Standard English .

Also,

if the child can function at both ends of the continuum,
he will be bilingual in American Sign Language.

~~~-----""""'~'tvtll•~--u-..:.-·- -----...--.-..;.........------------· ----
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Table 2.

Diglossic Taxonomy

American Si gn Language
(diglossic continuum) .
L

ASL
Ameslan

H

Pidgin Standard English
.A mesl ish

· Visual English
Rocheste~ Method
Si gn ed English
Sig lish
Man ual English
SEE 2

Before we leave this subject , three more terms should
be discuss e d before the lin guistic house can be put in order.
1
These terms are Childrene se (Cookley, 1974), SEE or Seeing
Essential English (Anthony, 1971) and LOVE or Lin guistics of
Visual English (Wampler, 1971).
Children ese has b een identified as a l anguage that
deaf children use which is neither Ameslan nor Signed English
(Coakley, 1974).

There is a misleading ' irnplication here that

Childrenese is another language on the American Sign Language
diglossic continuum.

There is ample evidence to suggest that

Childrenese is the child's attempts to test linguistic structures as he develops linguistic competency (Mcintire, 1974,
Fischer, 1974; Fischer and Gough, 1973; Sallop, 1973; Markowitz, 1973; Bellugi, 1972; Nash, 1973 , Cicourel and Boese,
1972; Olson, 1972; Stuckless, 1966).

1
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The classroom teacher
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should look upon Childrenese not as a linguistic entity,
but as a developing form of language which will evolve into
a language of the American Sign Language diglossic continuum.
And, as to where on the continuum it will evolve depends on
the language instruction that the child receives.
As for SEE 1 or Seeing Essential English and LOVE
or Linguistics of Visual English, since they do not use the
lexicon of American Sign Language in the semantic relationships that both Land I-! do use, they are not American Sign
Language, but additional sign languages to convey Standard
English.

In other words, they have developed visual coding

systems that use signs of American Sign Language with some
additions, but not the meanings that these signs have in
American Sign Language. SEE 1 and LOVE give these signs new
or additional meanings and therefore within our conceptual
frame can be considered another means of manual communication, not American Sign Language.

Chapter 4.
THE EARLY YEARS
The First Hurdle
The deaf child's natural language is American Sign
Language.

Ev en if the child is never exp os ed to formal

signs, his natural l anguage is a visual-kinesthetic-motor
system for expressing and receiving communication.

Oral

language will always be a non-natural foreign language to
the deaf child.
hypothesi s .

There is ample evidence to support this

This evidence has be e n gained in two ways,

the first b eing theori z ing based on observation (Woodward,
1973; Nash, 1973; Sallop, 1973; Bellugi, 1972; Moores,
1972a; Stok~e, 1972; Olson, 1972; Cicourel and Boese, 1972;
Markowitz, 1972; Crutchfield, 1972; Williams, 1968; Stakoe,
1965; Fusfeld, 1958).

The second manner in which this

hypothesis is supported is through case study and comparative studies (Mcin tir e, 1974; Markowitz, 1973; Hoffmeister,
1973; Schlessing er , 1972a and 1972b; Meadows, 1972; Howse
and Fitch, 1972; Vernon and Koh, 1970; Moores, 1972a and
1970).
A Pla~e t6 Begin
Although linguis t ic competency in a student is the
result of many simultaneous and interdependent functions,
17
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this paper will pre sen t these f uncti ons segmentally.

The

reader is advised to view these discussions, not segmentable, but totally int erdep endent and often simultaneous.
Lin guistic competency also proceeds in two stages,
the first being language acquisition and the second being
language development.

For our purposes, language acquisi-

tion refers to the child's acquisition of signs and words
to express needs and wants.

Lan guage acquisition con-

tinues at a higher sophistication level during and through
the language development s ta ge .

Lan guage development refers

to the child's ability to order his language in more sophisticated syntax and to master the suprasegm ental features of
language.

It is a period of t est ing linguistic structures

as he develops linguistic competencies.

Every classroom

teacher is familiar with the developing lin guistic structure
of sentences such as "I saw the mans come."

This is merely

the child's attempt to test the language rule for creating
plurals in a generalization of the rule.
Lan guage acquisition for the deaf child parallels
the language a cquisition of a hearing child (Mcintire, 1974;
Nash, 1973; Hoffmeister, 1973; Sallop, 1973; Schlessenger,
1972a and 1972b; Cicourel and Boese, 1972; Stakoe, 1970b and
1965).

Basically, the child acquires language from his

language environment first in single words, then in growing
combinations of words while approximating the syntax of his

1
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language environment in increasingly greater levels of
sophistication.
The Holophrastic Si~n
The first communication of a child generally is a
reaching or pointing.

The child expresses his wants,

hearing or deaf, in this most natural manner.

The reach

turns to a point (Hoffmeister, 1973) whereby the child
makes specific reference to a referent.

The object, person,

or place to which the child points can be construed as the
topic or subject of this his first communications.

An

example of this is the child who points to a doll.

The

meaning of this communication is perfectly clear, she wants
her doll.
The teacher or parent (Howse, 1972) then, to "teach"
language acquisition provides a sign for the referent while
mouthing and speaking the n a me of the referent.

This pro-

vides immediate feedback for the child and researchers
report that the child will copy the sign with almost none
of the time lag usually associated with receptive and expressive language (Mcintire, 1974; Schlessenger, 1972a).

In

addition, one researcher reported that attempts at mouthing
and speech also followed when the child is encouraged but
not forced to do so (Sallop, 1973).
As the child develops a vocabulary of signs, he will
begin to use these signs individually and spontaneously to
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represent a communication.

This type of communication

whereby the child expresses a complete communication by
a single sign is known as a holophrastic utterance (Menyuk,
1969).

Hoffmeister (1973) also suggests that a specific

reference can be understood as a holophrastic utterance
when used by a deaf child.
The teacher~s role at this stage of language
acquisition is not me r e ly to provide the sign for the
referent, but to provide a l a n guag e model of St a ndard
English as well as American Sign Language variant H.
is a most important point.

This

Although Standard English pro-

ficiency is an obvious goal in the education of the deaf,
American Sign Language proficiency is also an equally
important goal.

Studies have shown that the deaf adult

spends most of his social time in associations with other
deaf people.

The deaf marry among themselves, socialize

among themselves, and tend to seek employment with or in
proximity with other deaf people.

The American Sign

Language is the language used by the sub-culture of the
deaf even for those who are orally trained during their
education.

It is most important for sociolinguistic con-

siderations that the child not be deprived of American Sign
Language.

As to which sign system of American Sign Language

the teacher should model, the teacher and the parents can
best decide.

-~-·----·------·-

However, the sign language model should be

.
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one of the systems of American Sign La n guage, not an
additional si gn language.

(See Table 2.)

The child who points to the ball is reinforced with
the sign BALL .

The child who in holophr a stic sign signs

BALL should be reinforced by the t eacher speaking and
signing "You want th e ball, here is your ball."

The child

may not relate to each sign in the sentence or even to the
fact that the sente~ce is bein g mouthed and spoken , but he
will recognize BALL and wil l reinforce the teacher by signing BALL.
Care should be taken to ensure a natur a l langua ge
environment f or the child .

The child will interact with his

environment and ititiate communication.

It is the wise

teacher who takes advantage of natural lan guage situations
and us es them to best advantage, and natural languag e situations are easy to arrange.

Examples of natural language

s·tua tions are when the c hil d reaches for s om eth ing, at
play, at meals, or at times when the child is just being
himself.
It is important to note that the signs formed by
the child may not possess the tab, dez, or sig of the adult
si gner (Mcinti re , 1974; Schlessenger, 1972a).

An example

of this is the sign FATHER made at the temple with the five
hand position or all fingers op en and spread apart.

The

child may simply place his index finger at his temple or
in the proximity of the temple.

The teacher may want to
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provide a sign model and perhaps help the child form the
sign correctly by opening his hand and making the sign
with him.

This provides kinethestic reinforcement.

As

the child becomes more visual-motor perceptive, his sign
sophistication will increase.
Holophrastic Combinations
When the child has acquired a sign vocabulary, he
will begin testing his linguistic perimeters by combining
his holophrastic signs.

These combinations are akin to

Pivot-Open class structures explained by Braine (1963).
The child will continue to acquire new signs and communicate
both in holophrastic structures and in holophrastic combinations.
Examples of this combined structure may be DOG EAT,
DADDY NO, DADDY SLEEP, ME POINT, etc.

The teacher's function

again is to provide the language model through repetition
of the communication in Standard English and in American
Sign Language while speaking and mouthing the communication.
The teacher may reinforce the child by stating, "The dog is
eating," or "Your daddy said no."

The reinforcement aspect

is the child's recognition of both the fact that he has been
understood and in recognizing his communication within that
of the teacher's.
There is a tendency by experienced as well as by
inexperienced teachers to take language shortcuts and provide

l
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grammatically incomplete langua ge mod e ls.
be exercised to avoid doing so ,

Caution should

The child at this stage

of language development is aware of language and how it
is used.

He may note the language shortcuts and model his

language after that of the teacher.
At this stage of development, the suprasegmental
features of American Sign Language be g in to assume significant langua ge importance .

The sup r asegmental features are

language features which are additions to langua ge and convey meaning such as tone, pitch, speed, juncture, and
inflection.

In American Sign Lan guage, suprasegmental

features are facial expressions, intensity of movement,
size of signs, amon g others (Fant, 1972b; Stokoe, 1965).
A holophrastic combination may be expressed in a single
sign and a suprase gmental, for example, BALL and wrinkled
brow.

The meaning would be "Where is the Ball? 11 and should

be reinforced by the teacher with a similar sentence.
A suggested method for the teacher by which he may
provide reinforcement, both negative and positive is purposeful misunderstanding.

The child who is capable of holophrastic

structures and even more sophisticated language structures and
who communicates in holophrastic utterances can be given
negative reinf orc ement for his communication while at the
same time be given positive reinforcement for more sophisticated communications by the teacher not understanding his
communications.

This will either force him to re~eat his
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communication or to raise the level of his language.

For

example, the child who holophrastically signs BALL or in
combination with a suprasegmental feature can be answered
by " No thank you, I do not want a ball," or "Yes, I saw
the ball. "

This misunderstanding may produce "BALL . ME"

or "WANT BALL" or "BALL WHERE."

Misunderstanding is a

tool that the teacher may use to move the child higher
on the language hier'a rchy.

The use of this tool should

be tempered lest the child become frustrated.
Topic Comment Structures
The next level on the language hierarchy is a
string of signs where the child identifies a topic and then
makes a comment on the topic (Brunner, 1968).

This is a

most important developmental stage whereby the child
establishes the language patterns he will use in later
life.

It is here that the child takes aim at the language

diglossia (Table 2) .

If his language is to be variant H,

he must begin to develop the syntax of Standard English.
The teacher's role cannot be under emphasized.

It is also

at this point that the child becomes aware of morphologic
communication (Mcintire, 1974; Schlessenger, 1972a) and will
make use of them.
The teacher should make the ~£fort to elicit morphologic elements be it in Signed English through signs or
Manual English through fingerspelling.

This should be done

-~. ~-
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concurrent with providing and eliciting Standard English
Syntax.

Both . Mcintire and Schlessinger report subjects

who signed variant H spontaneously after having been
reinforced by both their parents and their teachers.
One way that the teacher can elicit appropriate
communications is simply by asking for it at this stage.
The child who signs; "MOTHER GO SHOP" can be asked, "DO
YOU MEAN YOUR MOTHER GO SHOP+ING? OR DO YOU MEAN YOUR
MOTHER WENT SHOP+ING?"

This kind of questioning provides

both the appropriate model and an opportunity for the
child to provide the appropriate communication for immediate reinforcement.
Another tool, misunderstanding, can play a very
important role in helping the child order his Topic-Comment
structures to approximate Standard English.

For example,

the child who states, "ME BALL OUT 11 can be replied with,
"YOUR BALL IS NOT OUTSIDE.

IT IS IN YOUR ROOM."

The

child may repeat his original communication or he may
attempt to communicate in a more sophisticated structure
such as, "ME PLAY BALL OUT OK?"

The game of rnisunder-

standing can continue until such time as the child's cornrnunication is the best communication he is able to produce.
At this time, the teacher can then restate the comrnunication to approximate Standard English such as, "MAY I GO
OUT AND PLAY WITH THE BALL?n

This provides the model for

this natural language situation and the child is given
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negative reinforcement wheri he is not understood.

The

positive reinforcement is his repeiting his communication
so that it is understood.

The child will soon learn that

only appropriate structures will earn him positive reinforcement and linguistic habits will be formed.
A word to the wise:

Unappropriate structures, if

reinforced by being understood, will also become linguistically engrained and help the child's language acquisition take aim towards the L variant.

Reinforcement to be

effective must also be constant.
Bellugi (1972) reports that the formation of communications in signs takes longer periods of time than does
oral communications.

There is a natural inclination to

take language shortcuts for the expediency of time.
applies both to the child and to the teacher.

This

Shortcut

structures are inappropriate if the language goal for the
child is to approximate Standard English.

The kinds of

shortcuts that may occur are the eliminations of the
copula, articles, verb inflections, and using sign language
directionality to indicate the topic or subject of the
sentence, all elements particularly characteristic of
variant Lor Ameslan (Fant, 1972b; Bergsman, 1972; Stokoe,
1970b and 1965; and Fusfeld, 1958).

---~~ - - - - - ----------------· -
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Parents Too
Thus far, only thi teacher has been mentioned
as being res~onsible for the child's language instruction.
The ideal total language instruction environment is one
where the parents of the child participate.

Not every

parent of a deaf child is willing to learn American Sign
Language or to become the child's teacher, however, again
there are those who are willing.

There is ample evidence

(Howse and Fitch, 1972; Cicourel and Boese, 1972; Vernon
and Koh, 1970; Stuckless and Birch , 1966) which suggests
that the child who comes to the school situation with
early home communication fares better.

These studies

show that the child of deaf parents who has learned
American Sign Language at home achieves at a much higher
rate than does the deaf child who does not have American
Sign Language or any other communication in his home
environment.

Now, Schlessenger (1972a) and Olson (1972)

indicate that the child who comes from a home where hearing
parents who provide the deaf child with a sign language
environment approximating Standard English can als o
progress linguistically better than those who do not.
A differnetiation should be made here between American Sign Language variant Land variant H.

Stuckless and

Birch (1966) suggest that the differences of the variant
hold important language implications for the child.

We

are speaking in this paper of providing language model and
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instruction for the child in variant H to reach the goal
of language proficiency in Standard English.

The home

language environment which uses variant L provides the
child with a language background of a system which is
different from the system that is taught in school.
Stuckless and Birch suggest that the structures learned
by the child are p ermanen t and that th e child will have
problems adjusting to the "new" language system of
variant H.
Willi ams (1968) reports that this is not necessarily so.

She suggests that the child can become truly

tri-lingual (Stand a rd English, variant L, and variant H).
She reports on two children who have h ad a language
envirorunent consisting of vari ant L fr om one parent
variant H from another shifted their lan guage systems
dependent upon which parent was involved in their language situation.

Meadow (1972) also supports the concept

of code switching.
The teachers responsibility is not clearly defined,
however, generally, the teacher provides the language
instruction to help the child develop a linguistic proficiency as closely akin to Standard English as possible.
To this end, she must provide a language model for the
child that he can emulate as he moves through the language
hierarchy from holophrastic utterances, to holophrastic
combinations, to Topic-Comment structures in eve~ increasing sophistication.

~ ·
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For the language environment to be
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truly complete, the parents must contribute to the language environment of the child and also provide a model
of Standard English (Howse and Fitch, · 1972; Stuckless
'

and Birch,1966).

Since this is the ideal situation, it

is not always the case.

The next s ecti on will discuss

langua ge instruction for the child who has modeled his
language after that other than variant H.

Chapter. 5
THE LATTER YEARS
Influence and Assumption
Very little research has been done on applying
the grammar o f American Sign Language to the instruction of
Standard English.

Perhaps part of the reason for this is

simply that sufficient knowledge of the grammar of Sign
Language was not available.

Researchers have been working

in the area o f pure science, not in applied science.

How-

ever, inferences can be made from two bodies of knowledges.
The works of Olson, 1972; Meadow, 1972; Moores,
1972a a nd 1972b; Schlessenger and Meadow, 1972; Markowitz,
1972 and 1973; Cicourel and Boese, 1972; Vernon and Koh,
1970; and Stuckless and Birch, 1966 hav e shown that students
do achi~ve higher and are more socially adjusted when their
environment, educational environment especially, contains
American Sign Language.

We can then make the assumption

that the continued use of and refinement of American Sign
Language is condusive t o continued academic success inclusive of further language development and refinement.
The second influences are from the works of Frishberg
and Gough, 1974; Fischer, 1974; Bellugi and Klima, 1974;
Sallop, 1973 , Bellugi and Fischer, 1973; Hoffmeister, ) 973
30
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Fischer and Gough, 1973; Crutchfield, 1972; Bergsman,
1972; and Fant, 1972b which have identified specific
grammatic features of American Sign Language.

These

features can be applied to the learning of Standard
English by illustrating the differences in the grammar
and syntax of these two languages, knowing where to make
the changes, and knowing how to make the changes.
An additional assumption is made at this point.
The student who has reached his upper school years with
language towards variant L of the diglossia has not had
a language environment which would gear his language to
variant H.

It is most interesting to note that the

hearing child's language structure is determined by the
age of 4 or 5 years of age.

This is not the case with

the.deaf child (Schlessinger, 1972b).

Language instruc-

tion for the deaf child is continual and language development as well as language acquisition continues through
the upper school years.

This author has seen students

at ages 16 and 17 who linguistically functioned towards
variant L who then later functioned towards variant H
after two years of a Signed English instruction.

Other

factors certainly were influential in this code switching,
however, the deaf student can learn variant Hin his
upper school years.
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Basic Structures
The structure of Standard English is basically
that of subject-verb-object order or SVO.
tions are SV, OVS, as well as SVadv.

Other varia-

The deaf student

has traditionally been taught to structure his language
in patterns which conform to basic Standard English
structures.

Most teachers of the deaf are familiar with

the patterns of the Barrie Five, Wing Symbols, and the
Fitzgerald Key.

To this has been added "linguistic"

patterns such as Roberts, Grady, and Blackwell (also
known as the Hammel Method or th e Rhode Island Method).
These methods attempt to apply structural linguistic
techniques based on descriptive linguistics of Standard
English.
There is still another method which can be used
to help deaf students develop a lin guistic proficiency
of Standard English.

This method purports to teach

Standard English contrastively through what is known of
the grammar of American Sign Language.
Fischer (1974), Bergsman (1972), Fant (1972),
and Stakoe (1970 and 1965) report that the basic word
order of variant Lis SVO which is also the basic word
t
!

order of Standard English.

Sign Language does, however,

vary the basic word order much more extensively than does
,·

English.

r.

In addition, Sign Language conveys word order

through spacial components such as the directionality of
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the signs or the eye contact of the signer whereas
English has linear components and word order is expressed
linearally.
(1) ASL:

To illustrate:
(sign starts with the referent) INVITE
HOUSE NIGHT.

ENG:

You are invited to my house tonight.

The sementic feature that identifies the grammatic feature as subject is the direction of the sign
INVITE.

Had the sign begun at th e signer and moved

towards the second party as:
(2) ASL:

(sign starts with the signer) INVITE
HOUSE NIGHT.

ENG:

I am invited to your house tonight.

then the subject of the communication would change.
This directionality of the sign can best be explained
as I towards you or you towards me.

Using the sign

GIVE, this directionality can again be seen as determi~ing the grammatic feature of the communication.
(3) ASL:

MOTHER (sign starts with referent)
GIVE MONEY.

ENG:
(4) ASL:

Mother gave me money.
MOTHER (sign starts with signer) GIVE
MONEY.

ENG:

To mother I gave money
or
I gave mother money.
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Sign Language also makes use of thi space around
the signer to convey grammatic features.

The signer may

indicate a father on his right and a $On to his left.
He may then communicate using these two referents and
their space to convey grammatic features such as:
(5) ASL:

ENG:

POINT (right) HIT (from right to left FALL
The father hit the son and the son fell
or
The father hit the son who fell.

The teacher of the deaf could use the direction
of the sign (directionality) and the spacial components
of Standard English contrastively.

The direction of the

sign indicates which element is the subject and which
element is the object or to use terminology of Chafe
(1970) agent and patient.

The point here needed for

code switching from one grammatic system to another is
to provide the student with the linguistic ability to
provide the referent in English to match the referent
present in ASL directionality or space.

Signs beginning

with a referent are subjects and should be identified in
English.

Signs ending with a referent are objects and

should also be identified as such in English.
The student can be taught to provide the grammatic referents by having the sign gloss written or by
having the communication signed to the student as in the
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examples above.

The student would then translate from

ASL to English.
Misunderstanding as a teaching method could also
be used in several ways.

The teacher could intentionally

misunderstand the whole communication or part of the
communication.

The student would then be forced to

repeat his communication in a grammatic form that the
teacher would understand.

By continually doing so, the

student would be reinforced towards the grammar of Standard English, and through constant use, develop a linguistic proficiency in English as well as in ASL.
An example of the teaching technique of misunderstanding is:
STUDENT:

POINT HIT FALL.

TEACHER:

Why did you hit him?

STUDENT°:

NO, POINT HIT POINT.

TEACHER:

You hit them both?

STUDENT:

NO, JOHN HIT TOM FALL.

TEACHER:

Oh I see, John hit Tom and they both fell.

STUDENT:

NO, JOHN HIT TOM AND TOM FALL.

TEACHER:

Is Tom falling now or did he fall before?

STUDENT:

JOHN HIT TOM AND TOM F-E-L-1.

This technique could then teach English structure
based on the already present structure of ASL adding English
referents which also happen to be grammatic features to the
referents present in ASL.
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Fischer (1974) also suggests that ASL makes use
of an OSV (object-subject-verb) word orde~ indicated by
directionality and eye movement.

Fant (1972b) also

observes that grammatic features are indicated by spacialization, directionality, and eye contact.

Using the similar

sign gloss from the previous example, the OSV pattern can
be expressed as:
(6) ASL:
ENG:

TOM JOHN KICK.
John kicked Torn.

The subject of this communication is not apparent from
the gloss of the communication.

Suprasegm ental language

features have not been written, that of space and directi onality of the sign KICK.

TOM indicated in the space

to the left of the signer, by JOHN in the space to the
right was kicked .

The grammatic features in this communi-

cation are the boys loc a ted in their sign space, the directionality of the sign KICK, and the eye contact from space
to space.

This gloss could also have been written as:

(7) ASL:

TOM (right space) JOHN (left space) KICK
(left to right)

By adding the suprasegmental features of space and directi onality, the grammatic features of the communicati on
are clear and can then be translated into English as:
ENG:

John kicked Tom.

The importance of suprasegmental grammatic features
can best be understood when the identical segmental gl oss
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of TOM JOHN KICK can also indicate a SOV structure.
(8)

ASL:

TOM JOHN KICK

ENG: · Tom kicked John.
Although the sign gloss for this communication is written
identically to that of the previous communication (7), the
grammatic features of the structure are different because
of the suprasegmental features of ASL.

These features in

this communication are a ga in the eye contact, the space,
and most importantly, the direction of the sign KICK.

In

this case, the direction of the si gn moved from TOM (space
to the right) to JOHN (space to the left).

This clearly

indicates which is the a gent and which is the patient.

A

full gloss is written as f ollows which then indicates the
language structure with a different meaning:
(9) ASL:

TOM (right space) JOHN (left space) KICK
(right to left)

ENG:

Torn kicked John.

The teacher can help the student code switch fr om
the OSV and the SOV patterns of ASL to the SVO pattern of
Standard English in several ways.
to identify referent space by name.

He may ask the student
For example, "Who in

this space did what to whom in this space? 11

He should

begin with the starting point of the sign expressing directionality.

Both the OSV and the SOV patterns can then be

expressed in a SVO pattern.

Secondly, deliberate misunder-

standing will require the student to restate the communication

l
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in a SVO pattern.

If the direction of the sign indicates

that Tom hit John, the teacher can "understand" the communication as John hit Torn.
Bef ore we leave basic structures, Fant (1972b)
indicates that ASL structures follow real life time sequences.
He cites the following communication as an example:
(10) ASL:
ENG:

WORK FINISH GO HOME.
I am going hom e after work.

The reason, according to Fant, that ASL structure
is this is because sequentially one cannot go home until he
has completed his work.
For the teacher, the communication is in a SVO
pattern with the subject or agent understood .

This communi-

cation could very well have taken the structural form of:
(11) ASL:

WORK FINISH HOME GO.

Had this occurred, the teacher would have to help the
student, through methods previously explained, order his
structure to approximate Standard English.

The problem

inherent in Fant's explanation of structure is one of providing the student with the working knowledge of the rules
of Standard English.
In the example of WORK FINISH GO HOME, the student
can be taught English time clauses contrastively with that
of time indicators in ASL, again using the misunderstanding
method as well as language patterning.
ask, "When who finishes work?"

__
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The teacher could

This will both provide the
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structure that the teache~ wishes to elicit and reinforce
the student by the teacher comprehending the communication.
Responses may ·move from "WHEN WORK FINISH ME" to "'WHEN I
FINISH WORK . "

The basic structure of SVO in the communi-

cation can be elicited as previously explained.

The communi-

cation will then be:
(12) ASL:

WHEN I FINISH WORK, I iVILL GO HOME.

As for the English translation that Fant gives,
I AM GOING HOME AFTER WORK, is not the deep structure really
the same?

This then is ordering the ASL communication to

approximate Standard English.
tion.

Fant's sentence is a transla-

When the student has acquired a working proficiency

in English, he can then make trasformations between clauses
such as "when I finish work" to phrases such as "after work"
as well as between verb forms such as "will go" and "am
going."
Verbs
Perhaps proficiency in En glish verbs is the mbst
difficult problem the deaf face in developing language proficiency.

ASL verbs lack the tense and inflection of verbs

in English (Fant, 1972b; Bergsman, 1972).
copula and instead personifies signs.
SICK is expressed I SICK.

ASL lacks a

For example, I AM

A copula is used when a fact is

established such as I BE SICK to express, I REALLY AM SICK.
The verb signs of ASL are not inflected to show
tense.

Time is, however, indicated in ASL communications
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by time indicators (fant, 1972b) or as Fischer and Gough
(1974) identify them, time adverbialsr

Time or tense then

is a function ·of the entire communication.

This can be

seen in the following examples:
(13) ASL:

BEFORE SEE MOVIE

(14) ASL:

FINISH SEE MOVIE

ENG:

I saw the movie.

(1 S) ASL:
ENG:

LATER SEE MOVIE
I will see the movie.

The time indicators place the e ntire communication as
occurring in a pro x imal time situation.

The event or

action in the communication took place in the past or wil l
take place in the future.

All communications without time

indicators take pl a ce in the present.
(16) ASL also makes use o f the UP-UNTIL-NOW sign to
present an approximation of a perfect tense (Fant, 1972) .
Although this sign has othe r functions, its time function
is clear in the following example:
(17) ASL:
ENG:

TWO WEEK UP-UNTIL-NOW SICK .
I have been sick for two weeks.

Fischer and Gough (1974) report that in ASL, signs
which can best be described as auxilliaries can functi on
as main verbs .

When used as main verbs, their meanings

are determined in c ontent and English translations then
add a main verb to complete their meanings.
seen in the following e~ample:

This can be
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(18) ASL:
ENG:

ME MUST MONEY
I must have money.

The English translation added the main verb have to complete
the meaning of the verb MUST.

The sel ect ion was made in

consideration of the content of the verb MUST.

In the next

example:
(19) ASL:

ME MUST MEETING.

the verb, MUST cannot be translated as, "I must have a meeting" because of the content in which the verb is used.

Nor-

mally, one goes to a meeting so its translation is:
ENG:

I must go to a meeting.

In this case, the Englisl1 translation added thi main verb,
go to complete the meaning of the v e rb , :MUST.
Fant (19 72b ) reports that some v er bs in ASL express
time implied in the signing situation.

Among these verbs

are VISIT, HAVE, EAT, GO, PIAY, SWIM.

This can be under-

stood if we see a signer communicate:
(20) ASL:

EAT HAMBURGER.

The communication implies future tense if it is made prior
to lunch and past tense if it is after lunch.

It then . can

be translated as will eat o~ have eaten depending on the
signing situation.
Also, in ASL, once time has been established in a
communication through the use of a time indicator such as,
PAST, BEFORE, YESTERDAY, LATER, TOMORROW, WILL, the time
indicator is not repeated,

The tense or time sequence of
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a communication remains constant until another time indicator is introduced to change the tense of the communication.
The teacher is faced with a difficult task in
teaching English verbs.

This task is complicated by the

fact that ASL and English have ver~s with different
features.

However, English verbs can be taught by using

ASL verbs as a starting point.
Time indicators can be used by the teacher as a
starting point to teach inflected English verbs.

SEE

FINISH or FINISH SEE can be taught to be translated as
saw, COME FINISH as came, etc.

The concept of a verb

changing its form to be inflected is alien to ASL.

The

student then is to be tau ght a new vocabulary of words
in sign that are inflected by form in and of themselves.
This may be done in Manual English with the addition of
fingerspelling or with the addition of a time marker to
be used with each verb.

Or, this may be done in Signed

English through both the use of additional signs or
through morphologic affixes.

The student can be taught

that a communication such as:
(21) ASL:

FINISH MOTHER FATHER ME MOVIE SEE

can be expressed in English as:

ENG:

My parents and I saw the movie.

because FINISH SEE is translated in English in a new word ,
saw.

What we are talking about here is that verb forms are

to be taught as a foreign language.

This implies that the
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student is to acquire a new vocabulary of verb f orms not
present in ASL .
Points to stress are that the ASL time indicator
is already present in the inflected Englis h verb and that
it is not necessary in English to restate the time indicator.

Also, the SVO structure model applies since this

ASL communication ended with the verb SEE expressed in a
SOV pattern.

Patterning the structure can be accomplished

throug11 the use of the methods explained in the previous
section.
Once the student has acquired a new inflected verb
vocabulary, the problem of code switching time indicators
which are used once in ASL to indicate the time sequence
of a prolonged communication should disappear.

The English

rule which states that the tense of a communication remains
constant within a communication parallels the ASL communication where the time indicator is introduced only once.

The

student can be taught to carry over the time indicator such
as in the following example:
(22)

ASL:

BEFORE HOME GO, T.V. ~ATCH, EAT LITTLE.

ENG:

I went home, watched T.V. and ~tea snack.

The student can be taught that the time indicator,
BEFORE inflects all verbs, GO WATCH and EAT as went, watched,
and ~te.

The teacher should provide language situations for

each verb individually, and then language situations for
extended communications.

Reinforcement again is provided
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by having the student's communication unde~stood and in
the teacher providing the l angua ge model.
Perhaps by far the greatest verb instructional
problem is that of the copula.

What makes this especi-

ally difficult is that ASL does not have a copula except
in the case of reinforcin g a communication such as:
(23) ASL:
ENG :

ME BE SICK.
I really am sick.

In al l other language aspects, an ASL language
feature has been identified in this paper as a starting
point to teach St andard English proficiency.

Unfortu-

nately, the te a cher has only the rein forc in g copula
feature of ASL as a s t arting point.

As limited as it

may be , this ASL feature can be u sed, mainly as an introduction to the Eng lish copula.

By usin g the ASL copula

(index finger moved from the lips to about six inches from
the signer), the teacher may ask the student to tr anslate
ASL communication into Stand a rd English.

Among the re-

sponses most certainly will be sentences making use of
the English copula.

Once these sentences are elicited,

the teacher then can explain the English use of the copula,
provide patterning, a model, and language experiences by
which the student may make use of the copula.

The teacher

can also make use of the ASL personification feature

con-

trastively to help the student code switch from I SICK to
I ani sick.
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Applied linguistics in the field of education of
the deaf and especially to that of Sign Language is in its
infancy.

Muc~ more is yet to come.

This chapter has pre-

sented only the beginnings of what is kno1,m of ASL and
how it can be used to teach Standard En glish proficiency .
As research continues to uncover knowledge of American
Sign Language, the educational tools available to the
teacher of the deaf will increase.

Chapter 6
CONCLUSION
This paper has presented selected linguistic
research , provided a taxonomy of Sign Language systems,
and has applied linguistic knowl e d ge of American Sign
Language to the development of Standard English proficiency.

Certainly much more not only could have been

said, but most assur e dly will be said by others.

The

psycholin guistics of Sign Language is a new and growing
field.

The doors have been opened by those this paper

cite s.

A new flood of knowledge is reaching the field.

Only the beginning can now be seen.

This paper discussed

some of that beginning, those features of American Sign
Language that have been r ec ently researched.
The linguistic and psycholin guistic inplications
of this new knowledge have much to offer the teacher
functioning under the philosophy of Total Communication.
Only one part of this philosophy, Sign Language, has
been discussed here.

Sign Lan guage functioning along

with the other modalities of communication under Total
Communication represents to the teacher an education
tool, not merely a means of communication.
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If this paper
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has put knowledge of Si gn Language in perspective for
the teacher and has shown how this linguistic knowledge
can be u se d for instructional purposes, then this paper
will have served its purpose,
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